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Speck Smartshell Macbook Air 13 inch Clear

Brand : Speck Product code: 126087-1212

Product name : Smartshell Macbook Air 13 inch Clear

Smartshell, Macbook Air 13 inch, Clear

Speck Smartshell Macbook Air 13 inch Clear:

SmartShell® combines a sleek hardshell design with vibrant colors for stylish protection against
scratches, dents, and bumps for your Macbook.

SmartShell is designed for superior protection and durability. It is 47% stronger against bumps and
punctures than our previous SeeThru cases. Redesigned corner clips hold the case securely onto your
MacBook Air (2018) 13-inch and are 60% stronger than the clips on SeeThru cases to prevent breakage.

This lightweight, slim hardshell MacBook Air (2018) 13" case is easy to install and fits closely to protect
against scratches. Rubberized feet on the bottom of the case keep your MacBook from sliding around on
smooth surfaces.
Speck Smartshell Macbook Air 13 inch Clear. Case type: Cover, Maximum screen size: 33 cm (13"),
Surface coloration: Monochromatic

Features

Surface coloration Monochromatic
Compatibility MacBook Air 13 inch 2018
Maximum screen size * 33 cm (13")
Case type * Cover
Material * Polycarbonate

Features

Product main colour * Transparent
Expandable
Brand compatibility * Apple
Carrying handle(s)
Protection features Scratch resistant
Quantity 1
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